
 

 FACULTY MENTOR  
COUNCIL 
MINUTES 

Date: 10-08-2021 
Time: 9am-Noon 
Facilitator: Jessica Milford 
Notetaker:  Sarah Paige 

In Attendance 
Jessica Milford, Dan Clancy, Mansoor Khan, Sal Shimy, Howard Triplett, Hope Murphy, Sarah Paige, 
Steven Barber 

Approval of Minutes 
Minutes from the Sept. 2021 meeting need to be approved; Jessica will send them by email to 
everyone to vote on, and then will send them to Catherine Harwood to be posted to the website.  

 Jessica will send the 09-10-2021 Minutes to the FMC members to vote upon, then 
will send them to Catherine Harwood for posting to the college website and to Kristie for posting in 
the Canvas shell. 

Ranking of Mentor Award applications 
Jessica reminded everyone that today’s first priority was to compile the rankings for the five 
nomination-applications that were received. 

 Jessica had received Kristie’s rankings from her, so Jessica read those out to Dan Clancy, 
who transcribed them into the document. 

 We then went around the room, giving Dan each of our rankings for each candidate, in this 
order:  Kristie’s, Sal’s, Steven’s, Howard’s, Sarah’s, Hope’s, Mansoor’s, Dan’s, and finally, Jessica’s.   

 Dan emailed the filled-out document back to Jessica; Jessica sent it to Howard who 
crunched the numbers and told us that it was Candidate #5 who scored the highest. 

 Jessica did not have the information of which person was associated with which application, 
so she told us she would email us that information (she did do this; it is Donovan Cox who won with 
the application-nomination submitted by Jill Bloomstein). 
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 Jessica will now email those names to the appropriate people at the College. 

Jessica will send names of winner and his mentee to Dr. Fletcher’s 
office and to Tonya Cherry of the EFSC Foundation. 

New “Charter” / Handbook example for our now-Council 
Jessica showed us a new “Charter” document, given to her as head of this Council, as the one with 
which to revise our former Committee Handbook.   

Changes will need to be made not only to the NFMP Guidebook, but also to the FMSC Handbook 
because of college re-org. 

She scrolled through the document, and we revised and edited it on-the-fly.  Mansoor created a 
draft Vision Statement, and we edited /revised it then. 

Realizing that the new “Charter” document asked for not only the Chair to be named, but also a 
Vice Chair, Jessica asked Sarah if she would consider filling that position.  Sarah deferred deciding 
and asked for time to think about it.  The Vice Chair position is the Minutes-taker as well as the 
person who fills in for the Chair if he/she has to miss a meeting. 

(From the 9/10/21 meeting):  We don’t know who our Administrative Liaison is right now, due to re-
org; Jessica reached out to Dr. Fletcher’s office but hasn’t received an answer. 

Jessica will reach out to Dr. Fletcher’s office again, to ask this question. 

Jessica asked that we each read through BOTH the Guidebook and the Handbook 
and make notes about the changes that need to be made; we’ll discuss these at the Nov. meeting. 

Kristie created a “9/10/2021 Meeting Homework” Discussion Board for us in the 
FMSC Canvas shell, so that we can upload to there our own notes (e.g., create a doc called “Sarah 
notes”) on changes and then the Council members will discuss all of them at the Nov. meeting. 

Jessica needs to submit current copies of Handbooks, minutes, etc. to Catherine 
Harwood for posting on the website. 

Sarah will email Jessica once she thinks about Vice Chair position. 

(From last meeting, but reiterated again on 10/8):  Jessica reminded everyone that starting in the 
Spring semester, we will begin working on making improvements based on the results from the 
program assessment performed last year 2020-2021.   

--existing committee members had worked on creating the documentation last year, that 
we’ll use this year to make improvements to the existing program.   

--the Program Review is like the Accreditation process that many EFSC programs have to go 
through;  

--we are doing this internally, with the intent that we would like to pursue national 
accreditation from the International Mentoring Association (IMA). 
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Campus-pages (from within old Handbook) -- Discussion 
1. Sarah asked if the FMSC is still a committee or if it is now a council?  

Discussion ensued on how to fix these pages that contain campus-specific information. 

Some suggestions were:   

 --use links to the Collegewide Chairs (CWCs) instead of specific bits of information; 

 --which links to use; 

 --it was mentioned that LOTS of information will get sorted out and communicated better 
over next year; 

 --Steven mentioned creating a course to train mentors; 

 --Jessica mentioned our Council’s hopes of eventually acquiring International Mentoring 
Association (IMA) accreditation – one requirement is to train mentors; 

 --Jessica mentioned the idea of our Council becoming one that mentors ALL faculty, not just 
the newbies;which is actually already written in the handbook under “committee responsibilities”.   

 --Sal mentioned the Professional Development Council (PDC) and getting administration 
involved with faculty professional development.  (Side note: Katina Gothard is chair of the PDC.) 

 --Jessica asked how PDC connects with the new Center for Excellence in Teaching & 
Learning (CETL) – Sal mentioned there was a PDC meeting today, so he would attend and report 
back to us what he is learning; 

 --Sarah mentioned the Online Steering Council (OSC) has a workgroup, the Professional 
Development WorkGroup (PD WG) and its beta “Online Faculty Training” module in Canvas that will 
hopefully be released in time for the start of Spring 2022 semester. 

 

Jessica asked four members (Howard, Jessica, Mansoor & Steven) when they might meet to work 
further on the Campus-specific pages of the Handbook; she finally decided to send a Teams invite 
for an upcoming Friday. 

Jessica will send email regarding a Teams meeting to work on this document’s 
campus-pages sections. 

 

HOMEWORK FOR ALL:   

Read over the FMC “Charter” and the NFMP guidebook documents and make any edits you 
need to; post those drafts to Canvas in the first module in section titled, “10/8/21 Meeting 
HOMEWORK discussion”.  Follow instructions on posting the documents.   

   

We will go over all these edited documents at the Nov. meeting. 

 

NEXT MEETING:  November 5, 2021, to be held in person in Cocoa. 
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